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Main problem

GWS Giants average in-person  attendance at Sydney home games dropped significantly in 
2020 & 2021 due to Covid-19 related lockdowns. 

From approximately 12,400 people on average in 2019 → 6,250 at the end of 2021.

(afltables, 2021)
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Australian grassroots 

participation accounts for 
approximately 2-3% of the 

national GDP. Although AFL is not 
as popular as Rugby league in 
Sydney, by positioning GWS as 

the local team in western Sydney 
suburbs, one could grow local 
grassroots participation and 

therefore popularity.

(Hughes et al., 2020)
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Community wellbeing has been 
affected due to Covid as people 

have not been allowed to 
socialise. Similarly, grassroots 
participation has shown to be 

positively correlated to wellbeing. 
Therefore, the motivation of  live 

sport attendance is beneficial. 

(Cocq et al., 2021) 

Elite athletes and live sports 
serve as motivation for those 

who are in close proximity and 
want to participate at grassroots 
level. In-turn, when attendance 

increases both GWS and the local 
clubs in Sydney will benefit. 

(Cocq et al., 2021) 
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Attendance 

Wider reaching Implications and opportunities



Goal

"Increase the average in-person attendance for the 
GWS Giants at Sydney Showgrounds by 1000 people 

in 2023 by targeting 50-64 year-old dads with 
children aged 3-13.”.



Target audiences

SECONDARY AUDIENCE
Sydney Kids Aged 3-13

● This demographic is one of the largest consumers of AFL on TV 
and in-person in 2019.

● This is the best audience to target because they are already 
highly interested in AFL, which will kick start audience growth.

● By targeting Men with kids, it invites them to bring their children 
along, further increasing audience attendance.

● This demographic will have little to no exposure to AFL and 
therefore has no affiliation with anyone one team yet. 

● Further as they have not picked any one team yet, this audience 
offers lots of potential to increase the Giants supporter base long 
term.

● By targeting kids, advertising then also aligns with improving 
grassroots football. Previously mentioned as widely beneficial.

(Roy Morgan single source, 2019)

Primary AUDIENCE
Sydney Dads Aged 50-64



Copywriting - Headline
When writing my headlines and body copy, I wanted to be uplifting in 

my message while also directing the target audience towards 
memberships and tickets for the upcoming 2023 season.  

I felt that advertising that includes Covid at the centre of its messaging 
had become quite overplayed. Though the cause for declining 

attendance is Covid driven - there is little mention of Covid in the final 
advertisements to combat oversaturation. My original headline, "Fee 

Fie Foe Fum, Covid's Gone But We're Not Done," centred on Covid and 
overcoming the aftermath. However, After receiving some feedback, it 
was evident that the tagline 'Get back to big" was more substantial and 

far more versatile in its application, consequently improving the 
campaign's potential virality.  

Get Back to

BIG



campaign - Ease of application

Get Back to

BIG Wins
Get Back to

BIG Crowds



Copywriting - Tag & body
For outdoor transitory and small indoor mall advertisements, the 
body copy is accompanied by a QR code. Pairing the body copy 
with a QR code points the consumer towards the GWS 
membership deals for Sydney based games that they can scan 
and while out and about. By making the ad interactive, those 
curious can scan the code leading them to a purchasing decision. 

However, I did not think that a QR code would translate to bigger 
applications in OOH media, such as large billboards. Therefore, 
the body copy is replaced by the original headline “FEE FIE FOE 
FUM COVID’S GONE BUT WE’RE NOT DONE”.
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